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Pepeha: A traditional way of introduction in New Zealand

Pepeha is a form of introduction that establishes
relationships between individuals, their birthplace
with geographical significance, and their ancestral
heritage (Moore & Moore, 2016)

Born and schooled in Dhaka, Bangladesh

Work in NZ as a lecturer

Mother

Aim of this presentation:
• To share the project
I completed for MPhil

• To discuss the findings
in relation to
cultural sustainability

Original study- Research objectives:
• To know about the cultural components
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incorporated in an early childhood teacher
education classroom;
• To reflect on how these components impact
the learning of students (student-teachers);
• To analyse if these components have

Ako: Māori word for
teaching and learning

impacts on lecturers in terms of reflective
teaching.

Theoretical framework

Theory of ecological development (Bronfenbrenner, 1979)
Lecturers (teacher educators)

Stories from the micro, meso, exo and macro systems
Learners (student teachers)
Vygotsky’s socio-cultural theory (1986)
Cultural awareness
Ako of a reflective lecturer
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) & Cultural realization

TEO 1

• Lecturers x 4
• One cohort of students (6)

TEO 2

• Lecturers x 4
• One cohort of students (1)

TEO 3

• Lecturers x 4
• One cohort of students (8)
TEO= Tertiary Education Organisation
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Bi-cultural contexts of Aotearoa
Multi-culturalism
Individual identities
Cross-cultural interaction
Barriers and Comfort zone
Female dominance
Spirituality
Socio-Economic Status and struggles
Tech culture

(Soini & Dessein, 2016).

• Obligations to the founding document
“Te Tiriti o Waitangi”
• Early childhood curriculum document
“Te Whāriki”
• More dynamic and less inert,
may reverse
• Likely to sustain

Multiculturalism
• Shared components from their own culture
• Student teachers: empowerment and perception building
• Lecturers: Emotional and professional growth/Intercultural competence
(Grey 2013)
• Debate – Biculturalism vs Multiculturalism
• More inert and less dynamic
• Could reverse- emaphasis on Pasifka languages
• Recent Early childhood Education Strategic Plan – Valuing community
languages
• Community organisations
• Likely to sustain

Individual identities
Professional identities

Identities in relation to birth place, family and
social invloment, such as Marae affiliation, and
playcentre involvement

More dynamic and less inert
Likely to sustain

Cross-cultural interaction

Infrequent

Pattern: Student groups
sharing language

Related to comfort as
opposed to racism

Lecturers: Intervention vs
respect
Student teachers: Intervention Sustainable with respectful
interventions such as open
space/outing>>>A shift towards
community based teaching

Barriers and Comfort Zone:
More linked to power relations in the classroom
Could be facilitated by conversations, actions, physical space, and time
It [sharing from student teachers] always comes after I discussed something
from my life. For example, only when I share how my parents raised me up,
do they talk about what they do to discipline their children, or how their
parents raised them up. They feel that they can tell, they make jokes and that
is when they also open up - only when they know that it is okay [to tell their
stories in class]. (Sharon, Int, 27/08/2015)
Changing towards sustainable student-centred classroom

Female majority
Male perspectives being missed
Research suggests importance of having both male and female
role models for children in early childhood education when
they are developing their personality (Friedman, 2010,
Farquhar, Cablk, Butler, & Ballantyne, 2006
More inert and less dynamic
ECMenZ
No change will be made without Government policies
Equity in gender should be part of professions/career

Spirituality
• Religion is carefully avoided
• Knowing yourself and applying that knowledge in teaching
/passion for the profession (Kung, 2011; Palmer, 1999).
• Call to teach when the teachers hear the inner call of the soul and
put their heart into teaching (Kung, 2011)
• More inert gradient of cultural sustainability , and a likely to
sustain component, even with increase of atheism in world
population.

Economic factors

• Cost of study with lack of incomeUniversal part of student life
• One in Six tertiary students have to
attend classes without food (Collins,
2017)
• Poverty is questioned as students
often choose to have luxury over
basics

More inert, less
dynamic
Likely to sustain
Culture as
sustainability –
Free tertiary study

Influence of technology
Dynamic- likely to change the fastest
• Was always a component
• Technology in assessment practices and workplace requirements
• Sharing of information in social media and privacy issues, and developing high or poor level of
self-esteem (Boyd, 2014)
• Digital competencies (McMurtry & Burkett, 2010)
• Values ?
“Using cell-phone in the classroom could be found very disrespectful
by our generation, but is it so for the next generation? Is it not so
embedded in their lives, that it could be part of who they are?”

Personal contention

Last paragraph of I was not content as a researcher and a writer of this thesis at the
the last chapter:
beginning. Writing the conclusion was challenging as I almost

finished with this thesis, but still had feelings of not quite being
there yet. One personal experience changed my mind and outlook
about my own study. At a friend’s get together, I casually
mentioned one of the findings from my research. A long, very
active session of debate followed. The people present were all
young professionals, in different fields of education and industry. I
was amazed to see these people’s fascination and interest in
arguing and expressing their opinions on culturally related issues.
This made me realise that the study might have some powerful
messages at least to initiate debate.
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Does

purposeful

exchange

of

learning happen between the studentteachers and lecturers demonstrating
a learning community?
Is the dominance of monocultural
context diminished, and the practice
of diversity eminent in delivery,
assessment, and other areas of ako?
Are outcomes being achieved that
were not intended?

Future project
2019-2022: Would like to be a co-researcher.
Anyone interested?
2022 onwards: a solo project?
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